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Price indexes: adjustment for quality change, 41-43; automobile quality-adjusted, 72-
73, 76-77, 84-91; biases in, 428-32; dif-
fferences in arithmetic and geometric mean, 426-27; estimates of real income, 29; Japan's DWPI, 457-64; measurement during technological change, 39-45; with omission of cereal new-brand effect, 228-29; pharmaceutical industry, 296; re-
porting of hedonic quality-adjusted, 15-16, 95-96; use of U.S. for Canadian computing equipment, 451-52; using producer-theory approach, 428. See also Geometric mean price index; Hedonic price indexes; Import price index, BLS; Input-output price indexes, Japan
Price indexes, Canada: computers in IPPi, 446, 451-52; goods changing pricing sta-
tus (1981-86), 446-51; Industrial Prod-
uce Price Index, 443-46
Price indexes, constant-quality: CPI as, 382; demand-supply computing capacity model, 337-40; information in, 330
Price indexes, elementary: bias in, 433; de-
defined, 424; time reversal test, 426
Price indexes, traditional: for light, 44-45,
Subject Index

51–54; measurement by, 40–41; price measurement by, 39–45; treatment of quality and technological change, 55–57

Price indexes, true: construction of, 45–51; of light, 51–54; measurement by, 40

Prices: antiulcer drug market elasticities, 307–10, 312; comparison of traditional and true price of light, 51, 54–55; computing capacity demand and supply models, 336–37; CPI comparison of new and old, 382; data aggregation at elementary level, 424–27; endogeneity in product substitutability, 240–42; evolution of automobile, 77–79; factors in antiulcer drug market, 295–304; factors in decline of mainframe computer, 331–34; Ford and all models quality-adjusted, 92; imputation of new good, 439; installed base of computer systems, 342–46; levels of mainframe computers (1968–81), 331–34; lighting price bias, 43–44; lighting technologies, 31–38; Nash-Bertrand pricing concept, 231–34, 244; of new goods before they exist (Hicks), 211; of new products, 377–78; quality-adjusted automobile (1906–40), 85–91; relation of new to old goods, 440–41; traditional measurement of lighting, 39–45; traditional, of light, 51; upward bias, 41. See also Sellers' prices

Pricing: of computing equipment in Canada, 452; hedonic approach to new goods, 442; impact of new good on, 245–46; Japan's DWPI, 458; monopoly pricing of new good, 110–11; of new goods in Canada's IPPI, 444–46; policies of antiulcer drug market, 312; status changes for principal commodity groups, Canada, 445–51. See also Hedonic pricing

Principal commodity groups (PCGs), Canada: price indexes in IPPI, 443–44; prices and pricing status, 445–51

Probability-proportional-to-size (PPS), BLS sampling, 401–2

Probability theory, 155

Producer price indexes. See Domestic Wholesale Price Index (DWPI), Japan; Industrial Product Price Index (IPPI), Canada

Producer price index (PPI), 432

Producer's surplus, 10–11, 114, 133

Production: of goods and services, 110; of knowledge, 110

Production function, computer industry, 364


Products: CPI price and quality differentiation, 382–86; differentiation using CES utility function, 230–31; life cycle, 116–21, 133; measuring degree of substitutability, 240–42; as perfect substitutes, 15–16; service characteristics delivered by, 42–43; uniqueness of, 15; vertical quality differentiation, 331. See also Entry-level items (ELIs)

Products, new: adoption or diffusion of, 116–21; chaining for price index incorporation, 397; CPI introduction as new category, 24, 387–88; CPI introduction of, 376–88; CPI response to replacement, supplemental, and entirely new, 376–78; CPI sample rotation method, 386–87; CPI substitution procedure, 381–86; defining, 110; differences in effect on CPI, 376–78; frequency of substitution in CPI groups, 385–86; omission from U.S. import price index, 249, 270–71, 273; patented inventions as, 132; in price index construction, 397; proprietary, 243. See also Goods, new

Public policy: health-related public projects, 149–50, 202; measures related to disease, 177–78, 183–86, 202

Quality: attributes as indicators of, 79; computers, 345, 347; CPI adjustment, 382–83; CPI product differentiation by, 382–86; traditional price indexes, 55–57. See also Price indexes, constant-quality

Quality change: BLS treatment of, 377, 382–83, 386; in Japan's DWPI, 463–64; measurement for traditional indexes, 55–56; measurement of, 57–60, 67–68; in price index construction, 41–43; quality-adjusted automobile prices, 19, 76–77, 84–91; reporting by hedonic pricing, 15–16; as source of new goods, 440–41

Rationing, new and disappearing goods, 112–13

RTE cereal industry. See Cereal industry, ready-to-eat

Sample rotation, CPI, 386–87

Sanitary movement: influence of, 154–56;
Sanitary movement (cont.)
  influence of germ theory of disease, 157–86; persuasion techniques, 156–57
Sauerbeck index, 403, 406, 408–9, 432
Sellers: consumer substitution among, 404–6; rates of price change in a market, 398; selection for CPI component indexes, 400–403
Sellers’ prices: in Laspeyres component index, 399; trend reversion in, 398, 405–7; use of geometric means of, 409–10
Shadow or reservation price, 21
Soap industry, 174–76
Software industry, 332
Spillovers, antiulcer drug market, 311
Statistics: political use of, 154; used by sanitary movement, 154–56. See also Probability theory
Statistics Canada, 451–52
Substitutability: estimating degree of product, 239–42
Substitutions: bias in Laspeyres component indexes, 403–5; brand choice in ready-to-eat cereal model, 22, 216–29, 238–42; by consumers, 398–99; CPI treatment of product, 382–83; newly introduced goods as, 15; of new products in U.S. CPI, 24–25. See also Constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
Supply: computing capacity supply model, 336–37, 345, 347–51
System of national accounts (SNA), United States, 474–75
Technological change: computer industry, 362–64; mainframe computing market (1968–81), 331–34; measurement of, 57–60; nonmainframe computers (1968–81), 333–34; treatment in traditional price indexes, 56–57
Technology: antiulcer drug H2-receptor antagonist, 277–78, 280, 298–310, 314–21; captured in price indexes, 55; changes in automobile, 72–73; changes in water supply, 168–73; characteristics approach to new, 68–70; conventional treatment of changes in, 56–60; evolution of lighting, 31–38; hedonic methods with sharp change in, 77; impact of air-conditioning, 20–21, 121–33; progress at household level, 145–46
Technology, best-practice: competing ideas of health-related, 152; difference between individual and real (e), 147–52, 156, 165, 167; diffusion among firms and households, 153; effect of changes in, 156; health-related (A), 147–52; persuasion to accept, 157–60, 165
Timesharing, 333

Ulcer drugs. See Antiulcer drugs
Ulcer treatment, 279–82
United Nations International Comparison Programme (ICP), 474

Value: creation in computer industry, 334; of innovations, 116–21; of inventions, 114; measurement of new goods’, 13–16; of new goods, 211–13, 237–38; of new goods under perfect competition, 211–13. See also Consumer’s surplus; Producer’s surplus

Wages, real: measurement bias in, 60; measurement of, 55; relation to decline of infant mortality, 186–88
Weights: changes in Japan’s DWPI (1990), 462–63; effect of using wrong, 40–41; in Japan’s DWPI, 466–69; of new goods in Canada’s IPPI, 444–46; for new goods in Japan’s DWPI (1990), 459–64
Welfare gains: with mortality decline, 190–96, 203–4
Wholesale price indexes, Japan: components, weights, and new goods, 457; input-output price indexes in, 464–65; revision schedule, 464
Willingness to pay: demand-based assessments, 12; for new computer capabilities, 334–36; for product extensions, 330
Books of Related Interest

Price Measurements and Their Uses
Edited by Murray F. Foss, Marilyn E. Manser, and Allan H. Young
This volume brings together academic economists and those responsible for official price indexes to present outstanding research on price measurement. It focuses on prices for computers and other high-tech products, using hedonic techniques, and addresses problems affecting prices of food, clothing, and industrial commodities.
NBER Studies in Income and Wealth, Volume 57

Output Measurement in the Service Sectors
Edited by Zvi Griliches
In this timely volume, leading experts from government and academia suggest that current measurement methodology may be underestimating the contribution of services to productivity growth in the economy as a whole. The contributors look at the consumer price index, labor productivity indexes, wholesale and retail trade, the stock market, banking, education, day care, and transportation.
NBER Studies in Income and Wealth, Volume 56

International Economic Transactions
Issues in Measurement and Empirical Research
Edited by Peter Hooper and J. David Richardson
This ambitious volume examines the quality of current data and analytical procedures and proposes innovative research designs and methods for data enhancement. Leading researchers discuss the measurement of international trade flows and prices, compare international levels of manufacturing output, and assess the extent to which the United States has fallen into debt to the rest of the world.
NBER Studies in Income and Wealth, Volume 55
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